CHAPTER 3

üü per velocity Impact

Today when we view the densely cratered surface of the moon we see it
as clear evidence of the importance of the meteoroid flux in determining the
morphology. From Chapter 2 it is apparent that most of the erosive
energy available at the lunar surface is meteoritic in origin. While the
meteoroid flux is a tenuous energy source by terrestrial standards, thelack
of an
and the long periods of time available coupled with the
extremely high velocities of individual impacts makes it an effective lunar
sedimentary process. However clear this may seen today, the largely
meteoritic origin of lunar craters has only recently been generally agreed to.
The origins of the impact hypothesis are to some extent obscure. Green
(1965) attributes the first mention of the hypothesis to von Beberstein in
1802 although others place the first mention with Bruitheisen in 1829.
Certainly by 1893 Gilbert had laid out very clear arguments for the impact
origin of the large circular mare such as Mare Imbrium. Paralleling the impact
hypothesis was the volcanic hypothesis which was given its initial boost in
1846 by Dana. Numerous publications in favor of both the volcanic
hypothesis (for example Spurr, 1944-1949 ; Green, 1965, 1970, 197 1) and
the impact hypothesis (for example Baldwin, 1949 ; Urey, 195 2 ; Shoemaker,
1962) appeared with increasing frequency into the late 1950's and early
1960's.
The length of time required t o resolve the problem of lunar crater
origins reflects failings more on the part of the impact school than the
volcanic school of thought. Much of the discussion, beginning with Gilbert
(1893), revolved around the circularity of the craters. If the craters were of
impact origin why were they so circular; any variations in the angle of
incidence of the projectile would cause the craters t o have different shapes.
Volcanic activity could be observed on the earth first hand. However, it was
not until quite recently that hypervelocity impact experiments in the
laboratory showed that impacts at orbital velocities resulted in what could
be described (although incorrectly) as explosions which produced relatively
circular craters independent of the angle of incidence of the projectile
(Shoemaker, 1962).
By the mid 1960's Baldwin (1965) felt confident enough about the
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impact hypothesis to suggest that the long standing battle was over - most
people in the field now share this view. However, the arguments are still,
even after the lunar landings, based largely on crater morphology and as late
as 1971 the Lunar Science Institute in Houston hosted a meeting entitled
"Meteorite Impact and Volcanism." Some idea of the complexity of the
morphological identification of impact versus volcanic craters can perhaps be
gained from the recent study of Pike (1974). He treated the question from a
multivariate view point and concluded that no single morphologic parameter
separated the two cratering modes with any degree of certainty. Even in the
multivariate analysis maars and tuff rings could be grouped morphologically
with other craters of either impact or volcanic genesis. While it seems clear
enough today that most of the lunar craters are of impact origin it seems
that at least a modest proportion of lunar craters should be volcanic. Their
positive identification may have to wait for further lunar exploration.
Cratering Mechanics

The collision of a large meteoroid with the lunar surface offers perhaps
the ultimate example of hypervelocity impact in the solar system. On a time
scale of minutes large geologic structures the magnitude of the lunar mare
are created (Gault and Heitowit, 1963). The energy expended in the
formation of these large structures is orders of magnitude larger than the
largest nuclear explosion. Because of the violence of these events they are
frequently compared to explosions. The comparison, while offering a useful
analogy, is not strictly correct. Hypervelocity impacts can produce very high
specific internal energies. These energies are, however, the consequence of
the mechanical compression of the projectile as it penetrates the target,
rather than the cause of the compression. An impact, accompanied by
vaporization, is an explosion only to the extent that debris is thrown upward
and outward from a transient cavity.
h he sequence of events leading to the formation of an impact crater
can, for convenience, be divided into three separate stages which are
determined by the physical processes taking place and the associated time
scale involved in th'eir completion (Gault et al., 1968). These stages are (1)
the compression stage, (2) the excavation stage and ( 3 ) the modification
stage.

Compression Stage
At the -moment of contact between the projectile and the target a
-
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system of shock waves is established that provides the mechanism for
aansferring the kinetic energy of the impacting projectile into the target
material. TWOshock fronts are produced, one in the projectile, the other in
the target. One shock wave runs upward into the projectile the second
downward into the target. Initially the shock-compressed material is limited
to a small lens-shaped mass directly in front of the projectile (Shaded area in
Figure 3.1 ). Particle motion in this initial lens shaped zone is predominently
downward. The pressures at this stage are of the order of a few megabars.
Since most natural materials have strengths of less than a few kilobars the
deformational stresses are 103 t o 1 0 4 times greater than the material
~trength.Effectively the compression stage is a hydro-dynamic or fluid-flow
phase of cratering (Charters, 1960).
The shock waves engulf an ever increasing mass of target and projectile
as the projectile penetrates more deeply into the target. The shock wave
system is modified dramatically with time due t o the free surfaces on the
faces of the target and projectile. Since a free surface cannot sustain a state
of stress the shock waves race outward along the face of the target and
upward along the sides of the projectile. Consequently a family of
rarefraction waves develops behind the shock waves as a means of
decompressing the high pressure zone behind the shock waves. That is, the
initial lens-shaped zone enclosed between the two shock waves is no longer
able t o maintain its integrity and it essentially opens up around its edges.
The appearance of rarefraction waves immediately precedes the onset of
jetting (Fig. 3.1), the hydrodynamic ejection of mass at extreme velocities
(Gault et al., 1963). Jetting velocities are multiples of the impact velocity
(Fig. 3.2). The jetted materials have been subjected t o the highest pressures
and hence highest temperatures of any materials ejected by the impact and
are in a liquid or vapor state, depending on the impact velocity.
The compression stage is terminated when the shock wave in the
projectile reflects from the back of the projectile and "terminal engulfment"
(as Gault et al., 1968 call the process) occurs (Fig 3.1). In laboratory
experiments this phase is completed in less than 10-6 s but for larger bodies
up to 1 km diameter as much as 10-1 s would be required. Once the
projectile is consumed by the shock waves the cratering process is essentially
one of gradual stress relaxation from the initial projectile contact. The stress
wave geometry is very complex but is dominated by a spherically expanding
shell of compressed target and projectile material. The free surfaces and
associated rarefraction waves cause the shocked material at, and just below,
the surface t o begin t o deflect laterally outward and upward t o initiate the
excavation stage.
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic representation of the compression stage of the formation of an impact crater
(from Gault et al., 1968).
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Fig. 3.2. he ore tical and experimentally observed jetting velocities for impact in metals as a function
of the impact velocity (from Gault et al., 1968).
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Excavation Stage

The basic shock wave geometry during the excavation stage is an
approximately hemispherical shell of compressed material, expanding radially and distributing the kinetic energy over a steadily increasing mass of target
material (Fig. 3.1). Compared to the jetting phase, pressures and ejection
velocities are low but by far the greatest mass of material is removed during
this stage. The expanding shock front moves with a velocity V, and imparts a
particle motion of Up to the target material. Since the total energy is
constant the energy density in the shocked material decreases as the wave
front expands and some energy is irreversibly converted t o other forms such
as heat. The radial movement of shock waves along the face of the target is
accompanied by a fan of rarefaction waves (Fig. 3.3) which maintain the
zero stress boundary condition at the free surfaces. A stress wave pattern is
thus established that diverts the motion of the shocked material away from
the radial direction imparted initially by the shock wave. From Figure 3.3 it
can be seen that only the velocity component of the particle motion normal
to an isobar is accelerated as it passes to a lower pressure. Consequently
particle motion is continually deflected by a series of incremental velocity
changes AUr towards the direction of maximum pressure gradient. The total
velocity increment U, produced by all the expansion waves is added
vectorially t o Up yielding a resultant particle velocity Ue (Gault et al.,
1968). The movement of near surface particles is consequently almost
horizontal whereas deeper materials are driven downwards and then reflected
upwards. (Fig. 3.4).
Crater growth is a well regulated process. During most of the growth
Excavation Stage
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Fig. 3 . 3 . Schematic representation of the radial expansion of material behind a shock wave by a
hypervelocity impact (from Gault et al., 1968).
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Fig. 3.4. Flow diagram showing total movement produced by the cratering process in individual point
masses (from Gault et al., 1968).

period the enlarging cavity maintains a shallow basin-like geometry which is
essentially the same as the final crater form. The ejecta move up and shear
out from the upper wall of the growing cavity in a steady flow that develops
into an inverted conical ejecta curtain. The ejecta curtain then quickly tears
apart into a delicate filamentory pattern which is consequently reflected in
the ray patterns so common on the lunar surface.
Crater formation is completed in a time interval of the order of 105
times that of the compression stage. The transport of the ejecta beyond the
crater can take much longer and is an extremely complex process. Later
sections deal with this phase in detail.
Modification Stage

The principle post-cratering modification processes include (1) slumping of the peripheral rim structure in the impact basin (2) filling and
possible formation of a central dome of isostatic readjustment ( 3 ) erosion
and resultant infilling (4) filling with material from internal sources - for
example flooding by lava. These processess are all discusses in varied detail in
other sections.
Crater Shape

A knowledge of the shape of craters is essential in understanding the
stratigraphy of the moon and in establishing models for erosion and
transportation of sedimentary materials on the lunar surface. Shape
parameters have also provided the basis for much of the discussion
concerning the origin of lunar craters. The relationships among the various
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parameters are complex and among other things are scale dependent - despite this fact most analyses use normalized parameters for comparative
purposes. Because of the scale dependency it is convenient t o treat craters in
three rough groupings determined by scale; (1) microcraters or pits, (2)
macrocraters, (3) megacraters. The division between the three groups is
somewhat arbitrary in that it depends largely on the projectile mass-range
studied experimentally.

Microcraters
Glass-lined microcraters, or "pits" as they are frequently called, are
very abundant on the surfaces of most lunar rocks and are clearly important
in the erosional cycle. Little is known of the effects of hypervelocity impact
of very small particles into loose detrital materials but it has been suggested
that soil particles called agglutinates which consist of an intimate mixture of
glass and soil are the result of single micrometeoroid impacts (Lindsay, 1975 ;
Lindsay and Srnka, 1975).
The morphology of microcraters produced by particles with masses
between 10-11 and 10-13 g in glass substrates varies considerably, particularly in response t o changes in velocity (Mandeville and Vedder, 1971). At
low velocities ( 3 km s-1) the rebounding projectile leaves a shallow
depression in the target. At 3.5 t o 4.6 km s-1 a continuous lip overflows the
rim of the depression. At 5 km s-1 the lip becomes petalled in form and a
spallation zone appears for the first time. The spallation zone lies just
outside the central pit and is characterized by radial and concentric fractures
and radial ridges where the spalls have been ejected. As the velocity is further
increased the spallation zone becomes more finely fragmented.
At a constant velocity the ratio of the pit diameter t o the projectile
diameter (Dpld) is independent of mass but as the velocity increases the
ratio also increases:

where V is velocity in km s-1. Similarly for a constant velocity the diameter
of the central pit (Dp) varies approximately with the cube root of the mass
of the projectile (Mandeville and Vedder, 1971). The diameter of the spall
zone (Ds) at a constant velocity likewise increases with increasing mass but
the exponent is slightly larger indicating that the diameter of the spall zone
is increasing faster than the diameter of the pit (Dp):
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where V is in km s-1 , Dp and Ds are in micrometers and m is in picograms (1
pg = 10-12 g).
Crater morphology is controlled by the angle of incidence (i) of the
projectile so that the craters become elongate and shallow and the spallation
threshold occurs at higher velocity. A t i = 45" spallation begins at 6.5 km s-1
compared t o 5.2 km s-1 at a normal angle of incidence. When the angle is
further reduced t o i = 30" a velocity of 12.3 km s-1 is required t o initiate
spallation. Craters formed at i = 30" were shallower and more elongate than
those formed at i = 45". The total mass of damaged material including the
spa11 zone (Mes) is a direct function of kinetic energy (KE):
Mes = 2 30 (KE)1.1

(3.5)

as is the mass ejected from the central pit (Mec):
Mec = 47 (KE)1.1

(3.6)

where Mes and Mec are in picograms and KE is in microjoules (Mandeville
and Vedder, 1971). The fact that in both cases the exponent is larger than 1
indicates that cratering effeciency increases with increasing energy which is a
function of both mass and velocity. Similar relationships appear t o exist for
macrocraters in crystalline rock (Gault, 197 3).
Data are available on the effects of microcratering in loose particulate
substrates comparable t o the lunar soil. The data are limited t o impacts
involving energies from approximately 0.14 ergs t o 50 ergs within a velocity
range of 2.5 t o 12 km s-1 (Vedder, 1972). For a weakly cohesive substrate
with a maximum grain size comparable t o the projectile diameter, the crater
produced is approximately 25 times the diameter of the projectile and
detrital materials of approximately 3 t o 4 orders of magnitude greater than
the projectile mass are displaced by ejection and compaction. In terms of
energy approximately 1 microjoule is required t o excavate 1 microgram of
loose detrital materials. Because of the scatter of the data it is not possible t o
establish accurately the relationships among parameters. However, the
ctaters are bowl-shaped and have no raised rim. When the grain size of the
substrate is increased t o an order of magnitude larger than the diameter of
the projectile the craters are still recognizable as such. The area of
disturbance is comparable t o impacts in finer detrital materials but the
diameter and depth of the craters are not clearly defined due t o the effects
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of single grain displacement. A ratio of 1:10 for projectile t o particulate
gain size appears to mark the transition from primarily multigrain
interaction t o a single grain impact. If the grain size of the particulate
material is increased further microcraters are formed on the surface of
individual particles.
Craters formed by particles with masses less than 10-5g impacting
cohesionless particulate material produce craters with a diameter (Da)
proportional t o KE:

Da = 6 x 10-3(KE)o.352 (Sin i)l/3

(3 -7)

where i is the angle of incidence in relation t o the local horizontal (cgs units)
(Gault, 1974). The exponent associated with the kinetic energy is intermediate t o the exponent for the pit and spa11 diameters in equations 3.2 t o
3.4 suggesting a similar partitioning of energy.
Macrocraters
Hypervelocity impact events which form macrocraters are important
agents in the development of the lunar soil as they erode bedrock and
rework the soil. The shape of macrocraters formed in bedrock is relatively
well known. Some data are available for impacts into loose particulate
material but they are limited.
The most complete study of macrocraters into bedrock is that of Gault
(1973) who has determined empirically from experimental impacts the
relationship between the ejected mass (Me), depth (d), diameter (Da) and
angle of incidence (i) in relation t o the kinetic energy of the event. The
relationships are believed t o be valid for impact kinetic energies within the
range 1 0 t o 1016 ergs (Gault, 197 3). This is equivalent to a particle mass
range of 5 x 10-12 t o 5 x 103 g if a root-mean-square velocity of 20 km s-1 is
assumed, or t o craters with diameters of 10-3 t o 103 cm.
The mass ejected (Me) from a macrocrater can be determined by:
Me = 10-10.061

(KE)l.13 3 (Sin i)2

where p P and pt are the density of the projectile and target respectively, and
KE is the kinetic energy (Mm V2) of the event if m and V are the projectile
mass and velocity respectively. This relationship is very similar t o equation
3.5 for microcraters but produces smaller values for Me.
The exponent associated with the kinetic energy is greater than 1.0.
That is, the ejected mass is increasing with event magnitude. This is
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attributable t o a change in the effective target strength in relation t o the
dimensions of the masses of the target material which are engulfed and
deformed by the stress waves produced during impact (Moore et al., 1965).
The value of the exponent appears t o depend upon the mode of failure of
the material which is fragmented and ejected from the crater. Failure solely
in tension occurs with an exponent of 1.2 while compressive failure produces
a value of 1.091. The observed intermediate value suggests that both
mechanisms are important but that tensile failure is dominant (Gault, 1973;
Moore et al., 1961, 1965).
The depth (p) of a macrocrater in crystalline rock is determined by

The exponent associated with kinetic energy is considerably less than 1.
Thus crater depth decreases with event magnitude.
Crater diameter (Da) changes in much the same manner as depth

Within the size range considered craters should have similar diameter t o
depth ratios with a minor dependence upon Sin i and KE:
Dalp = 100 - 6 1 7 (KE)o -01 3 (Sin i)o .2

(3.11)

Craters are generally relatively circular in plan but spalling of large
pieces causes the outline t o be erratic; consequently Da is the average
diameter.
The formation of macrocraters in cohesionless substrates has received
more attention than microcrater formation in loose substrates but the date
are nowhere near as complete as for impacts into crystalline rock materials.
The diameter (Da) of a macrocrater produced by a meteoroid larger
than 10-5 g can be related empirically t o kinetic energy (KE) (Gault et
al,, 1974) by:
Da = 2 x 10-2 (KE)o . 2 8 0 (Sin i)l/3

(3.12)

The value of the energy exponent is smaller than for microcraters in loose
particulate materials (see equation 3.7), possibly indicating that cratering
efficiency is decreasing rapidly with event magnitude.
Macrocraters formed in non-cohesive particulate materials are basin
shaped and could be will represented by a spherical segment (Fig. 3.5). The
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Fig. 3.5. Mass-vector displacements produced b y impacts into non-cohesive quartz sand by 6.35 mm
aluminum spheres: (a) Trajectory angle, 45O; (b) Trajectory angle, 90°; impact velocities 6.4 and 6.8
krn s-1, respectively; (c) Trajectory angle, 15'; impact velocities, 6.8 km s-1 (from Gault et al., 1974,
Proc. 5th Lunar Sci. Conf., Suppl. 5, Vol. 3, Pergamon).
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macrocraters have well-developed rims in contrast to microcraters. Strong
horizontal thrusting occurs in the crater walls at about middle depths. At the
bottom of the crater horizontal strata are displaced radially downwards and
thinned, partially due to radial displacement but primarily as a result of
compaction, a variable of little importance in impacts into crystalline rock.
~ ~ ~ r o x i m ahalf
t e lof~ the crater depth (=I5 per cent by volume) is due to
compaction independently of the angle of incidence of the impacting
projectile (Fig. 3.5).
Meteoroids large enough to produce macrocraters are probably the
main means by which the lunar soil grows in thickness. When a meteoroid
penetrates the blanket of lunar soil and interacts with the bedrock the
morphology of the craters is determined by the ratio (R) of the crater rim
diameter to the thickness of the soil layer (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967;
Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). When R is less than approximately 4.25
normal crater development occurs because 4.25 is close to the normal
diameter to depth ratio for craters formed in loose substrates (Fig 3.6).
When R is increased to between 4.25 and 9.25 the bedrock substrate

Flat Bottome
Geometry

Concentric
Geometry

Fig. 3.6. The relationship between crater morphology and depth t o bedrock beneath a noncohesive
soil layer. R is the ratio of crater rim t o the soil thickness (after Oberbeck, V. R. and Quaide, W. L.,
Jour. Geopbys. Res., 72: 4697-4704, 1967, copyrighted American Geophysical Union).
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interferes with normal crater development and flat bottomed craters result.
When R is about 6.3 a central mound may develop in the bottom of the
crater. At values of R larger than 9.25 concentric craters characterized by a
double annular or arcuate structure are formed. These craters are essentially
complex crater-within-crater structures. Knowledge of these parameters has
provided considerable information on the thickness of the lunar soil and on
the growth of the soil layer.
Megacra ters

This group includes all of the craters visible in orbital photographs up
to and including the giant craters of the circular mare. In terms of scaling
problems this group of craters is complex and should probably be dealt with
in at least two subgroupings. As the scale of these larger events increases the
craters cease to be simple scars on the planetary surface as they begin to
interact with the planetary processes themselves. For example, a considerable amount of isostatic readjustment must occur in larger craters and in
craters of the size of Mare Imbrium the planetary heat flow balance is
disturbed, possibly resulting in igneous activity.
Baldwin (1963) made the most comprehensive study of large scale
cratering problems and has provided the basis for most of the following
discussion. Baldwin's ( 1963) empirical relationships are based on parameters
determined from both lunar and terrestrial impact craters in relation to
experimental explosion craters where the geometry and energy of the
explosion are well known. The main difficulty in using experimental
explosions in the energy calibration of impact craters is due to "Lampson
scaling" effects as Baldwin (1963, p. 13 0) has called them. The shape and size
of an explosion crater of known energy (W) is determined to a large extent
by the effective use of the available energy which, in turn, is largely
determined by the height or the depth of the burst center above or below
the ground surface. The main parameter of concern is the scaled depth-ofburst HIWl13. Baldwin (1963) went to considerable length to establish the
relationship between the scaled depth-of-burst of explosions and impacts and
found that t o a large extent it is determined by the size of the impacting
projectile. From this he established a series of empirical relationships to be
used for craters within certain size ranges based on crater diameter.
In contrast to studies of micro- and macrocraters Baldwin has found it
necessary to fit higher order polynomials to the log-log data to obtain a
satisfactory fit. Crater diameters are in kilometers, apparent crater depths
and rim heights in meters, all energy in in ergs.
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The diameter (Dl) of a crater relates t o the kinetic energy (El) of the
impacting projectile in the following manner:

It is perhaps not necessary t o make the point but the higher order terms
in equations (3.13) and (3.14) are all small and for most applications they
can be neglected. The first order coefficients of these equations are all
smaller than the equivalent exponent for macrocraters. That is, the diameter
of large scale craters does not increase as rapidly with increasing event
magnitude as it does for macrocraters. Likewise microcraters have a larger
exponent again. This suggests that if a general relationship is t o be
established between crater diameter and kinetic energy, the exponent must
be treated as a function of event magnitude. Thus, despite the fact that the
higher order coefficients in equations 3.1 3 and 3.14 are small, the approach
used by Baldwin (1963) is probably the only means of establishing more
general empirical relationships.
Apparent crater depth (pl) is the second most important shape
parameter t o be determined for craters, and like diameter it can be related
directly to kinetic energy:

Again the higher order terms are relatively small as are the diferences
between the two equations. When converted t o equivalent units the intercept
of the above two equations is similar t o equation (3.9) for macrocraters,
however, the first order term for the above equations is larger than the
equivalent exponent of equation (3.9). As with the diameter it seems that
rates of change of crater depth are controlled by event magnitude as well.
Megacraters are the origin of much of the large scale lunar stratigraphy.
I t is therefore useful t o know the rim height of larger craters t o gain some
insight into stratigraphic relations and thinning of ejecta blankets. This latter
problem is discussed in some detail in a following section of this chapter.
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The logarithmic rim height (Rl) can be related to Dl and thus El in the
following way (Baldwin, 1963) :

The pressure behind the shock front produced by an impacting
meteoroid persists at high levels relative t o the strength of the substrate for a
considerable distance into the bedrock. Much of the substrate is subjected t o
stresses of sufficient magnitude t o cause fracturing and fragmentation.
Consequently there is a lens shaped zone beneath an impact crater which is
brecciated and fractured by the impact but not ejected. The lens of fractured
materials fades in all directions as the fractures become further apart
(Baldwin, 1963). Baldwin found that the depth to the limit of major
brecciation below the original ground level increased at a greater rate than
the true depth of the crater below the original ground level (apparent crater
depth minus rim height). The thickness of the breccia lens (B) in meters is

where D, is the true crater depth in meters. The breccia lens is essentially
non-existent beneath craters with diameters smaller than 35 m. It follows
from the above equation that the outer crust of the moon should be
shattered t o a considerable depth. Seismic data indicate that the outer
kilometer of the crust has extremely low seismic velocities (<I km s-1) which
are consistent with a zone of shattered rock (Nakamura et al., 1974).
Energy Partitioning During Impact
Partitioning of energy during a hypervelocity impact is complex. It is
determined not only by the more obvious variables'such as the velocity of
the meteoroid, but also by the nature of the impacted substrate and the
magnitude of the event. In this section I wish to look not only at the
proportionate partitioning of energy, but also at the way in which energy
contributes t o the production of clastic materials and the way in which they
are transported and incorporated into the lunar stratigraphic record. The
data used in the following discussion are varied, largely because of the
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difficulties in simulating hypervelocity impacts. Much of the data are derived
from small scale experiments and it must be assumed that they can be scaled
t o larger events; other data came from studies of large explosion craters
which are similar to, but not necessarily the same as, craters produced by
impact.
There are four obvious ways in which the kinetic energy of the
impacting projectile is expended (1) heating, (2) compacting, (3) comminuting and (4) ejecting detrital materials (Table 3.1).
Impact Heating
A relatively large proportion of the kinetic energy of an impact is
irreversibly lost as heat. Some of this heat is absorbed by the projectile and a
larger proportion by the target. Heat energy can be put t o use in three ways
(1) vaporization (2) fusion or ( 3 ) it can be effectively lost from the system
by radiation or conduction. Most of the phase changes due t o heating
probably occur close t o the time when jetting is initiated as the wave fronts
in the projectile and target begin t o separate and release pressure.
The heat absorbed by the projectile is noticeably higher in impacts into
solid substrates (e.g. basalt). This occurs because the impact pressures are at
least 5 0 per cent higher in a noncompressable target. Vaporization of the
projectile should thus be more complete in bedrock impacts than impacts
into less competent substrates. Conversely the heat released into the target
during impact is higher in a loose substrate than a solid substrate. Melting
and vaporization should thus be much more important for small impacts into
lunar soils.
Gault et al. (1972) approached the problem of the partitioning of heat

TABLE 3 .I

Partitioning of kinetic energy during hypervelocity impact (after Braslau, 1970).

Energy Expended (per cent)
Sand Target
Waste Heat
Projectile
Target
Compaction
Comminution
Ejection

Basalt Target
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energy from a theoretical view point. They assumed that energy deposited
irreversibly behind the shock front is trapped and stored as an increase in
internal energy in the target material. The increase in internal energy, which
is assumed to be. manifested as heat energy for fusion and vaporization, is
evaluated using the Hugoniot curve as an approximation for the release
adiabat to ambient pressure from local peak shock pressure. In figure 3.7 the
results of the calculations simulating the impact of a stony meteoroid into a
tuff are presented. These estimates are probably all high as the effects of
deformation and comminution are not considered. All of these effects are
included as shock heating. The dependence upon velocity is clear. Below a
velocity of 10 km s-1 nothing is vaporized and below 5 km s-1 there is no
fusion. Since most experimental studies are made at velocities considerably
less than 10 km s-1 the difficulties of studying impact melts are obvious.
The proportion of heat energy involved in the production of impact
melts on the moon is not known. Considerable work has, however, been
done on the amount of melts produces in terrestrial impact craters (Dence,
1964, 1965, 1968, 1971; Short, 1965, 1970; Beals, 1965; Head, 1974;
French, 1970; Engelhardt, 1972). In general impact melts occur as two facies
in terrestrial craters (1) as a crystalline matrix of breccias and as glassy
fragments in the breccias and (2) as discrete layers of melted rock which are
completely recrystallized and resemble igneous rocks. In small simple
30

Fig. 3.7. Calculated variation with impact velocity Vi of the shock heated masses Meh in a target
having a density of 1.7 g cm'3 (tuff) normalized with the projectile mass mp whose density is 2.86
g cni3 (basalt) (after Gault et al., 1972, Proc. 3rd Lunar Sci. Conf., Suppl. 3, Vol. 3, MITIPergamon).
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terrestrial craters most of the melt occurs in a puddle at the bottom of the
crater (Dence, 1968). Astronaut observation on the lunar surface suggest a
similar distribution for small craters ( 4 rn) in the lunar soil. In larger more
complex terrestrial craters the melt layer forms an annular ring between the
central uplift and the rim which can be as much as several meters thick
(Dence, 1965, 1968; French, 1970). The results of the terrestrial impact
crater studies suggests that the melt volume (Vm) is related t o crater
diameter (D,) as follows (Dence, 1965):

where Da is in km (Fig. 3.8). Clearly this relationship can only be a first
order approximation because energy will be partitioned according to impact
velocity as well as to total event energy. Head (1974) has used this
relationship to estimate the volume of impact melt in Mare Orientale as
75,000 km3 of internally-shock-melted material and a further 180,000 km 3
of mixed breccia and melt. Orientale has a diameter of 620 km. The
impact-melt origin of the materials forming the floor of Orientale is not
obvious. However, some large craters such as Tycho (Fig. 3.9) have an
extremely rough floor with abundant evidence of fluid flow.
Compaction
Little is known about the effects of compaction by hypervelocity
impact. The density of lunar soil (which is dealt with in some detail in
Chapter 6) does increase with depth suggesting that compaction is at least
potentially important. Intuitively one would expect the effects of compaction t o be greater in loose materials (such as the lunar soil) than a solid rock
simply because of porosity. Braslau (1970) found that energy loss due to
compaction in loose materials was considerable (20 per cent). A volume
equivalent t o 8 per cent of the material that could have been expected as
ejecta from craters in solid rock was lost to compaction in loose materials.
Comminution
Although the strength of the shock wave propogating from the point of
impact decays rapidly below the level commensurate with a deposition of a
significant amount of irreversible heat energy, the pressure behind the shock
front nevertheless persists at a high level relative to the strength of the target
materials for a considerable distance into the target. Ultimately the shock
wave decays into elastic waves but not before an appreciable mass is
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Crater Diameter (km)
Fig. 3.8. Relationship between crater diameter and amount of impact melt formed by direct fusion of
target rock. The regression line is based o n Canadian craters (after Head, 1974).

subjected t o stresses of sufficient magnitude t o completely fragment and
crush some of the target materials.
The energy involved in comminution is substantial in either solid or
loose substrates although considerably less energy is involved in comminuting loose targets. The mass size distribution of comminuted target
materials can be described by a simple comminution law (Gault et al., 1963):

e=
(t)
a

where m is the cumulative mass of fragments smaller than or equal t o 1 , Me
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Fig. 3.9. The floor of Tycho may be shock melted rock materials. The framelets forming the
photograph are 940 m wide (NASA Photo Lunar Orbiter V-HI25 H z ) .

is the total ejected mass, L is the size of the largest fragment and a is a
constant. This expression is valid over a size range 4 0 pm < 1< L for basalt
targets with values of a between 0.3 and 0.6. Below 4 0 pm a gradually
increases. That is, the slope of the cumulative grain-size curve is a function of
grain size. Obviously this expression is a first order approximation and could
be more realistically approximated by an expression similar t o a normal
distribution. Epstein (1947) has shown that repetitive fracture of a brittle
solid produces a grain-size distribution which asymptotically approaches a
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log-normal distribution as comminution proceeds. The implications for the
development of soil on the lunar surface by multiple hypervelocity impacts
is obvious. Braslau (1970) found that the grain-size distribution produced by
an impact into loose material (sand) indicated that a = 2. Because the
detrital target materials were sand grains of a uniform size it is difficult to
evaluate Braslau's (1970) results in terms of the Epstein (1947) model.
However, it is obvious that the grain size of the sand must be reduced and
the standard deviation of the size distribution increased (that is, it becomes
more poorly sorted). This aspect of impact is dealt with in Chapter 6 where
soil models are covered in more detail.
The effects of comminution on a loose substrate are illustrated
graphically by the results of Stzffler et al., (1975) in Figure 3 .lo. The
impacted substrate was a loose well-sorted quartz sand with a modal grain
size of 3 @ (12 5 ~ m ) Following
.
impact the modal class interval was reduced
from close t o 6 0 per cent of the mass t o less than 4 0 per cent of the mass in
the fall-out ejecta, and less than 20 per cent in the fall-back ejecta which had
seen the greatest shock damage. At the same time the shocked sands all
became poorly sorted and, in the case of the fall-back ejecta, a second mode
100
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Fig. 3.10. Grainsize distribution of loose quartz sand prior to hypervelocity impact (left) and
following impact and ejection (right) (after St'dffler, D., Gault, D. E., Wedekind, J . and Polkowski, G . ,
Jour. Geophys. Res., 80: 4062-4077, 1975, copyrighted American Geophysical Union).
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developed at 5$ (32 pm).
The value of mb the mass of the largest fragment ejected from a crater
has been fairly well established for both large-scale impacts and micrometeoroid impacts using both natural and experimental craters (Fig. 3.11).

where c and X are constants. The value of h ranges from 1.0 for small craters
to 0.8 for large craters. While c ranges from 10-1 to 2 x 10-1 for the same
conditions. The change in the relationship between mb and Me occurs at Me
> lO4g and is due t o the increased probability of secondary fragmentation
along pre-existing fractures (joints, etc.) in the country rock and the change
of the importance of material strength in larger ejected fragments. That is, it
is a scaling effect.
In Figure 3.12 the grain size distributions of detrital material ejected
from 4 microcraters are presented (Gault et al., 1963). The particles cover a
wide range of grain sizes (generally poorly sorted) and have particle size
distributions similar to ejecta recovered from explosive cratering experiments
in desert alluvium (Roberts and Blaylock, 1961). However the importance of
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Fig. 3.1 1. Correlation of the mass of the largest fragment with total ejected mass for explosive and
impact cratering events (from Gault et al., 1963).

the strength of materials in relation t o scaling is apparent in Figure 3.12 in
that the large spalls (L) tend t o dominate the coarse end of the grain-size
distribution.
incremental mass of given size Am
Cumulative mass of fragments smaller than e m
and
Total ejected mass
Me
Total ejected mass
Me

Fig. 3.12. Masssize and cumulative masssize distributions of fragmented rock from craters formed in
basalt by hypervelocity impact (from Gault et al., 1963).
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Ejection and t h e Development o f Stratigraphy
The largest proportion of the kinetic energy of an impacting meteoroid
is expended in ejecting material from the crater. The proportion of energy
involved also appears t o be relatively independent of the nature and strength
of the impacted substrate (Table 3.1). The energy imparted t o the ejecta is
further partitioned in a complex way that determines, t o a large extent, the
stratigraphic relations of the ejected sediments and their textural properties.
Textural properties may be modified either due t o abrasion or due t o
sorting during transport. For convenience ejecta may be separated into three
broad categories (1) bulk ejecta, (2) ballistic ejecta and (3) ground flow
ejecta. In the past the third category has simply been referred t o at the base
surge stage, however, as is discussed in more detail later, the occurrence of a
base surge is dependent upon a continuing supply of gas without which it
will collapse. If the momentum of the flow is sufficient there will be a
transition t o a grain flow stage with resultant differences in the textural
properties of the deposits.

Bulk Ejecta
Near surface strata in the realm of tangential flow at the crater rim are
smoothly folded upward and outward with the topmost layers being
completely overturned (Gault e t al., 1968). All of the strata in the inverted
section maintain their identity although the units may be thinned dramatically (Fig. 3.1 3). Units maintain their identity even in loose non-cohesive
substrates and independent of event magnitude (Shoemaker e t al., 1963;
Gault e t al., 1968; StGffler et al., 1975). In general the bulk ejecta are
concentrated close t o the crater and at the base of the stratigraphic section
(Roberts, 1964).
Red

Fig. 3.1 3. A small experimental crater in a layered cohesionless substrate. The original stratigraphy is
preserved as a thin inverted sequence in the ejecta deposit. Compare with figure 3.19 (after Stijffler,
D., Gault, D. E., Wedekind, J . and Polkowski, G., Jour. Geophys. Res., 80: 4 0 6 2 4 0 7 7 , 1975,
copyrighted American Geophysical Union).
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è all is tic Ejecta

Lunar gravitational forces are the only forces available t o modify the
course of an ejected fragment. Consequently an ejected fragment returns t o
the lunar surface along a segment of an elliptical orbit. In general, with the
exception of some limited cases, the perilune of the orbit will be within the
body of the moon and the apolune will correspond to the maximum altitude
of the ejected fragment above the lunar surface (Gault et a/.,1963). The
range (R)from the point of impact will then be
R

=

2r tan-1

(

Ve2

sin 19 cos 0

1 - ve2 C O S ~0

where o 5 e 5 7~12

Ve is the ejection velocity, go gravitational acceleration (162 cm s-2) at the
lunar surface, r the lunar radius (1738 km) and 6' the angle of ejection in
relation t o the local horizontal. The maximum altitude of the ejected
particle will then be

since r and go are known the range and maximum altitude of the ejected
particle depends only upon the determination of its vector velocity.
Figure 3.14 shows the development of the ejecta envelope of a small

-1Target

Sur

Fig. 3.14. Outline of ejecta envelope traced for first 20 psec (from Braslau, D., Jour. Geophys. Res.,
75: 3987-3999, 1970, copyrighted American Geophysical Union).
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experimental impact (6.37 km s-1) for the first 20 p sec after impact. It can
be seen that very little of the detrital material is ejected at angles of less than
about 45" (Fig 3.14). Materials ejected at the highest velocities (=I9 km s-1)
and lowest angles (8 < 20") are believed t o result from jetting. Jetting is short
lived and the ejection velocity quickly decays and the main mass of
fragments leaves the crater at velocities less than 0.5 k m s-1 and with 8<45"
(Fig. 3.1 5). The discontinuous variation in the cumulative ejected mass with
ejection velocity shown in Figure 3.16 is believed t o be associated with a
transition from plastic t o elastic flow behind the shock front which
propagates outward from the point of impact (Gault e t al., 1963). The
energy involved in the ballistic ejecta seems relatively independent of the
properties of the impacted substrate (Braslau, 1970) (Table 3.1). In
the absence of an atmosphere the ejected particles can travel large distances
around the moon and reach considerable heights above the lunar surface
independent of the magnitude of the impact event (Gault et al., 1963) (Figs.
3.17, 3.18).
Most of the ejecta (>90 per cent) will remain below an altitude of 1 0
km and will return t o the lunar surface within a radius of 30 km (Gault et
al., 1963). The flux of ejected fragments appears t o be 103 t o 105 times that
of meteoritic material, although the velocity of the ej.ecta is two orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the impacting projectile. Gault e t al., (1963)
consequently predicted that the spatial density of projectiles at the lunar
surface would be 105 to 107 times the spatial density of meteoritic
projectiles. Horizon glow observations during the Surveyor missions (see
Chapter 2) suggest that these predictions are more than reasonable. Gault e t
al. (1963) have also predicted that approximately 1 per cent of the ejected
mass escapes the lunar gravitational field and is lost. This is also consistent
with the Apollo observations of dust at orbital altitudes around the moon
(see Chapter 2).
Possibly the largest unknown factor in lunar sedimentary processes is
the role of ballistic ejecta in eroding the lunar surface and producing
secondary ejecta. Secondary craters are abundant around the larger lunar
craters and as we have seen the ejecta producing them have relatively high
velocities. Oberbeck etal. (1974) have shown that the ratio Ms of mass
ejected from a secondary crater t o the mass of the impacting primary crater
ejecta that produced any given secondary crater can de determined by
M,

=

46.4

sin28
+ sin2e
[2 tan (R,13472)

where the range Rs

=

R

-

I s
D

-0.401 COSl.134e

(3.25)

RoI2, D, is the measured diameter (km) of a
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Fig. 3.15. Variation of ejection velocity with ejection angle for fragments thrown out of craters
formed in basalt by hypervelocity impact (after Gault e t al., 1963).
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Fig. 3.16. Cumulative mass ejected in excess of a given velocity for fragments thrown out of craters
formed in basalt by hypervelocity impact (after Gault e t al., 1963).
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secondary crater at the radial distance R from the center of the primary
is the ejection angle
crater, R, (km) is the transient crater radius and
measured from the local horizontal. For most secondary craters M, exceeds
1 suggesting that most of these secondary craters produce deposits consisting
largely of local material. Secondary cratering may be a major source of
detrital materials on the lunar surface.

Stratigraphy and Texture of Ejected Sediments
The earliest insights into the stratigraphy of impact crater ejecta came
from the recognition and study of large terrestrial impact craters (Shoemaker, 1960; Bucher, 1963; Short, 1966; Roddy, 1968; Wilshire and
Howard, 1968). However, from an experimental view point the most
comprehensive study of cratering stratigraphy is that made by St'dffler e t al.
(1975). They impacted 0.3 g projectiles at velocities of 5.9 t o 6.9 km s-1
into loose quartz sand targets. The results of these experiments provide
useful insights into the formation of lunar soil and soil stratigraphy. The
experiments involved a target consisting of approximately 1 cm thick layers
of colored quartz sand thus allowing a study of the redistribution of
individual stratigraphic units about the crater. The impacts produced craters
30 t o 33 cm in diameter and approximately 7 to 8 cm in depth. Perhaps
surprisingly these small scale experimental craters produced a stratigraphy
which is strikingly similar to the larger natural craters such as Meteor Crater,
Arizona (Shoemaker, 1960). The bulk ejecta is present forming an
overturned flap around the crater rim (Fig. 3.19). This same inverted
stratigraphy continues laterally into the ballistic ejecta as well. In general
only the upper three sand layers were displaced beyond the ground zero
surface in substantial amounts. Some of a fourth layer was displaced within
the crater, whereas a fifth layer showed no evidence of having been ejected
at all although compaction was considerable. Only the uppermost layer in
the target, which corresponds to about 15 per cent of the crater depth, is
represented throughout the whole ejecta blanket (Fig. 3.20). Materials from
deeper than 28 per cent of the crater depth were all deposited within 2
crater radii. No material from deeper than 33 per cent of the crater depth
was ejected beyond the crater rim. The rather conspicuous discrepancy
between depth of beyond-rim-ejection and final crater depth is due t o about
12.5 per cent compaction in the lower central part of the crater.
A thin layer of material inside the crater preserved the pre-impact
stratigraphy of the target. This unit was apparently shock compressed and
driven radially downward; it includes shock fused and shock comminuted
sand and consequently represents a vertical sequence of zones of decreasing
shock metamorphism during impact.
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Meteor Crater, Arizona can be compared directly with the small
experimental craters produced by Stb'ffler et al. (1975). Rocks exposed at
Meteor Crater range in age from the Permian Coconino Sandstone t o the
Triassic Moenkopi orm mat ion (Figure 3.2 1). Whereas the pre-impact rocks
were horizontally bedded, the beds in the crater walls dip outwards
becoming steeper from the bottom of the crater upwards until at the rim
they are completely overturned to form the bulk ejecta flap. Rocks now
contained in the crater rim were peeled back from the area of the crater
much like the petals of a blossoming flower (Shoemaker, 1960). The
upturned and overturned strata are intersected by a number of small scissor
faults which tend to parallel the regional joint set.
Locally the bulk ejecta may grade outward into disaggregated debris
but there is generally a sharp break between the debris and the coherent flap.
Outward from the crater the same inverted stratigraphic sequence is present
in the debris (Fig. 3.21). The debris consists of poorly-sorted angular
fragments ranging from less than a micron t o more than 30 m in size. The
lowest debris unit consists of Moenkopi Formation and rests directly on the
original Moenkopi rocks. This in turn is followed by a unit of Kaibab debris.
The contact is sharp close t o the crater but at a distance of 830 m from the
crater slight mixing occurs along the contact. Finally a unit composed of
Coconino and Toroweap Formations rests with sharp contact on the Kaibab
debris. Deeper stratigraphic units are not represented in the inverted debris
sequence.

Base S u ~ e
The term "base surge" first appears to have been used by Glasstone
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Fig. 3.21 Profile of Meteor Crater, Arizona. Note the overturned flap of Moenkopi Formation on the
eastern rim and the inverted stratigraphic sequence preserved in the ejecta blanket (after Shoemaker,
1960).
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(1950). The term was applied t o a dense ring-shaped cloud which emerged
from the base of the cylindrical column of spray ejected vertically by the
1946 nuclear explosion on Bikini Atoll in the south Pacific. Initially the base
surge was believed t o be due t o bulk subsidence of the vertical column
ejected by the explosion but after a detailed analysis Young (1965)
suggested that the main base surge formed at the crest of a large solitary
wave around the edge of the crater formed in the sea by the expanded gases
at the explosion center. Later a second smaller base surge developed due to
bulk subsidence.
Since the first recognition of the existence of the base surge they have
been reported t o develop from other large-scale explosions and from
explosive volcanic events (Moore et al., 1966; Moore, 1967; Waters and
Fisher, 1971; Roberts and Carlson, 1962; Nordyke and Williamson, 1965).
Recently there has been a growing body of evidence and opinion which
suggests that base surges also develop as a result of hypervelocity impacts
and may be one of the most important transportational mechanisms on the
lunar surface (O'Keefe and Adams, 1965 ; Fisher and Waters, 1969; McKay et
al., 1970; Lindsay, 1972a, 1972b, 1974). Since the probability of witnessing
a large-scale hypervelocity impact is small the following discussion of base
surges must, by necessity, be based on observations of experimental
explosions and volcanic base surges and then applied t o the lunar situation
by inference.
Morphology o f a Base Surge. A base surge is essentially a density
current and behaves in much the same manner as a conventional turbidity
current. It is generated at the crater rim followingu the formation of the rim
syncline and the deposition of the bulk ejecta. Expanding gases from the
center of the cratering event are then able to move laterallv eathering detrital
materials as they emerge to form the base surge cloud. The base surge
formed during the underwater Bikini test consisted largely of fog and mist. It
contained very little calcareous debris from the lagoon bottom. By contrast
base surges generated by underwater volcanic events carw large
amounts of
u
basaltic glass in addition t o water vapor and liquid droplets (Waters and
Fisher, 1971). These base surges therefore show considerable differences in
behavior. Waters and Fisher (1971) report that on a windless day these
volcanic base surges may outwardly appear similar t o the Bikini base surge.
In a strong wind, however, the jacket of steam hiding the interior of the
eruption is blown away. Revealed beneath is a complex core of black glass
sand that billows outwards in dark radial plumes, then falls and mixes with
the spreading base surge below (Figure 3.22). This implies that in a
hypervelocity impact situation much of the ballistic ejecta falls into, and
becomes entrained in the expanding gas cloud t o form a high density flow
d
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Fig. 3.22.' Sequential diagram, with approximate time after burst, showing apparent formation of base
surge during underground explosion equivalent t o 100 kilotons of chemical explosives. (A) 5 seconds,
rock is brecciated around explosion center and expelled generally in a vertical direction forming the
vertical explosion column. (B) 1 0 seconds, crater enlarges and wall surrounding it is overturned
allowing outward expansion of gases and ejecta which tear material from overturned flap and base
surge. (C) 4 0 seconds, larger ejecta thrown out b y explosion has reached the ground, but base surge
continues moving outward as a density flow aided by downslope if present (from Moore, 1967).

lubricated by the entrapped gas. The main difference between a base surge
and other density currents is that while a topographic gradient obviously
assists the flow its momentum is derived from the kinetic energy of the
impact and is independent to a large degree of local topography.
The initial velocity imparted t o a base surge can be high. For example
the Sedan nuclear explosion which released 4 x 1021 ergs produced a base
surge with an initial velocity of 50 m s-1. The distance t o which a flow can
travel, once initiated, is determined by the initial velocity imparted t o it,
which is determined by the energy of the event, and the amount of gas
trapped within and beneath the flow as a function of its rate of loss. The
maximum radial distance (rb) attained by a base surge is

where rs is the scaled radius of the base surge and y is the yield of the
explosion in kilotons (1 KT = 4.2 x 1019 ergs); rb and rs are both in meters
(Knox and Rohrer, 1963 ; Rohrer, 1965). The scaled depth of burst (ds) is
determined from

where d is the actual depth of burst and both d and ds are in meters. rs can
then be determined imperically from Figure 3.23.
There are obvious problems in attempting t o relate data from
explosions to hypervelocity impacts but it is nevertheless clear that the
distance of travel of a base surge is, to a relatively low power, a direct
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Fig. 3.23. Scaled radius of base surge (rS) in meters vs. scaled depth of burst (ds) in meters for
explosions in alluvium and basalt (from Rohrer, 1965).

function of kinetic energy. As might be expected the velocity of a base surge
declines with time (Fig. 3.24). However, from Figure 3.24 it is apparent that
the rate of deceleration is not high. The kinetic energy of the flow is lost
through interaction with the surface over which it flows and through particle
interaction within the flow. This energy loss is controlled by the rate at
which the flow loses its lubricating gaseous medium t o the surrounding
environment. The volume rate of gas leakage from the bottom of a flow (Qb)
is (Shreve, 1968)

where s is the thickness of the flow, k the harmonic mean permiability of the
detrital materials,
the viscosity of the lubricating gas, Pt and Pb the
pressure at the top and bottom of the flow respectively, p is the density of
the gas at the base of the flow, K is a function of the mass rate of emission
per unit bulk volume of detrital material, that is the rate of evolution of gas
by the hot particles, and finally m = (y + 3)/2y, where y is the ratio of the
heat capacities of the gas at constant pressure and constant volume. In the
lunar case Pt is essentially zero and equation 3.28 simplifies t o :
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Fig. 3.24. Radial distance of travel of base surge vs. time for 2 test explosions and 2 explosive volcanic
eruptions. Circles, Sedan thermonuclear test in alluvium, 100 kilotons; dots, Bikini thermonuclear test
in ocean, 20 kilotons; triangles, Myojin Reef eruption of 13 :12, September 23, 1-952; squares, Anak
Krakatau eruption of January 24, 1928 (from Moore, 1967).

If the base surge is travelling on a cushion of gas trapped beneath the flow at
the crater rim, Qb times the travel time gives the loss in thickness of the gas
layer due t o leakage through the detrital materials. For a trapped layer of
lubricating gas to exist the pressure gradient of the leaking gas must be
sufficient t o support the loose fragments at the base of the flow, that is:

where p b and kb are the bulk density and permiability of the flow at its
bottom surface and g is gravitational acceleration. Substituting for Qb the
inequality for the lunar case becomes:

where p a is the mean bulk density. Provided that m > 1 as would normally
be the case the right hand side is always less than 1 regardless of the rate of
evolution of gas from hot particles as represented by K (Shreve, 1968). Thus
if the permiability and density of the flow were uniform, the pressure
gradient in the leaking gas would be too small at the under surface and too
large at the upper surface of the flow and simultaneous deposition and
fluidization would occur rather than the flow being lubricated by a trapped
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gas layer. It thus seems unlikely that a base surge travels on a lubricating gas
layer for more than a short distance if at all. This is also supported by field
evidence, in that base surge deposits begin at or close to the rim of most
explosive or volcanic craters.
Fluidization (Leva, 1959) is a physical process by which particles of
solid matter are suspended in a fluid by the motion of the fluid. A cushion
of gas occurs between the solid particles, so that the mixture behaves like a
fluid of relatively low viscosity but of high density (O'Keefe and Adams,
1965). Fluidization occurs in three phases as the flow of gas is increased.
First, the fixed bed phase, during which the gas flux is small and there is no
disturbance of the detrital materials. Second, the dense phase, as the gas flux
is increased it reaches a critical minimum value called the flow for minimum
fluidization at which the character of the detrital materials changes abruptly
to a pseudo-fluid. As the flux is increased farther, the flow of gas becomes
irregular until finally the velocity of the gas at the surface of the fluidized
layer becomes greater than the settling velocity of the particles under Stokes
law. Beyond this point the flow regime is in the dilute phase. The voidage (E)
during the fixed bed phase may be as high as 0.4. At mimimum fluidization
the voidage is near 0.6 and at the upper limit of the dense phase the voidage
is 0.95 or greater. Voidage ( E ) relates to density as follows:

where p o is the density of the detrital particles and p l the bulk density of
the fluidized flow.
The pressure gradient through the dense phase of a fluidized flow is
(O'Keefe and Adams, 1965)

where y is the height measured positively upwards, v is the gas velocity, D is
the diameter of the detrital particles and 4 is a shape factor related to
sphericity. The strong inverse dependence upon particle size and shape are of
significance in the transport of lunar clastic materials. For example, glass
particles in lunar soils are frequently extremely irregular in shape resulting in
a low value for $ thus increasing the absolute value of dp/dy. In contrast the
rock and mineral fragments forming the clastic rocks of the Fra Mauro
Formation are relatively large and the absolute value of dp/dy is reduced. If
the absolute value of dpldy is large the transition to the dilute phase is much
more likely. It is thus more likely that lunar soils are transported in the

dilute phase and that there is considerably less particle interaction during
transport. The clastic rocks from the Fra Mauro Formation on the other
hand show considerable evidence of abrasion in the form of increased
due t o particle interaction (Lindsay, 1972a, 1972b).
At the base of the flow layer, beneath all of the detrial material, there is
a base pressure p,. For a certain distance above it the pressure will be too
low t o cause fluidization and the flow will be in the fixed bed phase. Since
the gas pressure at the base of the detrital material is continually decreasing
with time the fixed bed zone is continually moving upward. That is,
sedimentation occurs beneath a fluidized flow at some height (Ymt) which is
equivalent t o the height at which minimum fluidization occurs. According t o
O'Keefe and Adams (1965) this height can be determined by assuming that E
averages 0.5 over this height and

Pb can be determined from equation 3.32 by assuming E = 0.6 at minimum
fluidization.
Simulation studies show that, under lunar conditions, a voidage (E) of
0.8 is reached at a pressure which is still very high compared t o the pressure
at the base of the flow (O'Keefe and Adams, 1965). This suggests that the
dilute phase is very important in lunar base surges. Because the atmospheric
pressure is essentially zero on the moon there will be an explosive increase
in the velocity (v) of the escaping gas. Consequently, there will always
be a dilute phase at the top of a lunar base surge. Waters and Fisher
(1971) describe fine particles and mist drifting downwind from volcanic base
surges suggesting that a dilute phase occured above the main body of the
flow.
Owing t o its greater mobility, and the complete lack of air resistance on
the moon, the dilute phase would normally travel faster than the dense
phase. At the same time the dilute phase is continually regenerated from the
dense phase. That is, any reduction in pressure at the surface of the dense
phase would cause the velocity of the gas outflow t o increase again and
restore the dilute phase pressure. The end result, particularly in the case of
small base surges generated in the lunar soil, may be that the whole flow is
converted t o the dilute phase.
Sorting Dun'ng Transport. Base-surge deposits and ballistic ejecta are
complexly interrelated. In an early phase low-angle ballistic ejecta fall in
front of the base surge but later ejecta are either incorporated into the flow
or fall onto the base-surge deposits. In all recorded examples of both
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explosive and volcanically generated base surges the base-surge deposits
extend beyond the range of the ballistic ejecta (Fig. 3.25). The nature of a
base-surge deposit is determined by processes operating both during
transport and at the sediment interface at the time of deposition.
There are three possible mechanisms that can account for the sorting of
base surge sediments :
(1) Segregation (that is, sorting in the dense phase). The result of
prolonged fluidization is t o segregate a flow such that larger particles move
downwards (Leva, 1959).
(2) Elutriation (sorting in the transition from the dense t o the dilute
phase). Elutriation occurs when the velocity of the fluidizing gas exceeds the
free-fall velocity of the particles. When presented with a range of particle
sizes (impact generated sediments are poorly sorted) the smaller particles will
go into the dilute phase before the larger particles if the density is relatively
uniform. Elutriation should be most effective in thin base surges and is
consequently likely t o be most important in the lunar soil. However,
elutriation is not highly effective as a sorting mechanism (Leva, 1959). The
rate of elutriation is :
log CIC,

=-

C, t

(3.35)

where C, is the original concentration of fines, C is the final concentration, t
is time and C, is a constant determined by:

where D is the particle diameter in inches, hf is the height of the bed in feet,
v the velocity of the gas and v, the terminal velocity of the particle. For
significant elutriation t o occur C, t should be close t o 1. The maximum value
of the velocity differential in the first parentheses is 1; for D = 2.5 x 10-3 in.
(63 pm) and hf = 102 ft. (30 m) the elutriation time will be hundreds of
hours. Thus elutriation is not likely t o cause significant sorting of a dense
thick bed.
( 3 ) Sorting in the dilute phase. Though no formulae have been worked
out it is clear that there will be a tendency for larger particles t o settle out
despite the turbulence. Graded beds produced by turbidity currents provide
a very useful terrestrial analog (e.g. Kuenen and Migliorini, 1950).
Thus it seems highly probable that sorting occurs in a base surge partly
as a result of segregation in the dense phase, partly as a result of elutriation
but mostly as a result of differential settling in the dilute phase.
Deposition from a Base Surge. Base surges travel at very high velocities
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Fig. 3.25. Ejecta distribution around Sedan crater (after Nordyke and Williams, 1965 and Carlson and
Roberts, 1963).

compared t o most other natural fluid flows. In combination with the high
velocity the extreme concentration of dense solids, particularly at the base
of the flow, results in a high dynamic viscosity and a high shear stress (7,) at
the sediment interface. Base surges are consequently waning currents
travelling under conditions of supercritical flow. A flow is said t o be
supercritical when its Froud number (F) exceeds unity where

and u is the velocity of the base surge, s is the thickness of the flow and ,ol
and p z are the density of the base surge and any overlying fluid. In the lunar
case the density contrast (pl -p2)IP goes to unity in the absence of an
atmosphere. The Froud number is nondimensional and can be viewed as the
ratio between gravity and inertial forces. One result of this relationship is
that waves formed on the surface of the fluid are incapable of moving
upstream provided the bed remains stable. For the geologist a far more
important consequence is that a supercritical flow passing over an erodable
bed tends t o convert an initial flat bed into a train of smoothly rounded
structures known as antidunes (Gilbert, 1914). Antidunes are accompanied
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by a series of in phase stationary gravity waves on the surface of the fluid
(Hand, 1974). Since the Froud number must be at least 1 before antidunes
can form it follows from equation 3.37 that at a known velocity u the
minimum thickness of the base surge must be:

again in the lunar case the density contrast becomes 1 and the thickness
depends entirely on velocity and gravity. There is a direct relationship
between the amplitude of the antidunes and the surface waves (Hand, 1969).

where Hb and Hw are the height of the bedforms and flow surface waves
respectively, and X is the wavelength. The wavelength of the antidunes
formed by a base surge is directly related t o velocity

again the density term becomes 1 in the lunar case. Field observations of
antidunes thus allows direct determination of flow velocity since gravity is
the only other variable.
Antidunes are not static sedimentary bodies but may migrate up or
down stream in response t o differential erosion. Migration results in the
development of up- or downstream-dipping cross beds (Fig. 3.26). Alternatively, continuous laminae that are draped over the whole dune or plane
bedforms that are characteristic of the upper phase may develop depending
upon conditions at the sediment interface. The relationship between
bedforms formed during supercritical and subcritical flow is shown in Figure
3.27, which is one of a large number of two-dimensional predictive schemes
(Allen, 1968). The diagram implies that a waning current should produce a
regular heirarchy of bedforms; antidunes + plane bed + large scale ripples
and possibly small scale ripples before coming t o rest. As will be seen in the
following section, there are observational data t o support this view, although
base surges generally produce antidunes and plane beds. Further, in reality
bedforms must ultimately be trezted as a multidimensional problem,
a two dimensional treatment is at best only a first approximation (Southard,
1971; Hand, 1974). Small ripples can form on the surface of antidunes
during supercritical flow, an indication that antidune formation (supercritical flow over an erodable bed) is in reality, t o some extent, independent
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Flow Direction

Fig. 3.26. Bed profiles showing evolution of antidunes generated by experimental density currents.
Dashed portions were subsequently eroded. Numbers indicate time sequence. In (a), the antidune was
produced by differential erosion; in (b), by accretion; in (c), by a combination of erosion and
accretion (after Hand, 1974).
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Fig. 3.27. Bedforms in relation t o grain size and stream power (after Allen, 1968).
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of the parameters that control ripples (transport characteristics of bed
material, together with velocity conditions near the bed) (Hand, 1974). 1"also seems highly unlikely that a base surge would travel more than a veqy
short distance in subcritical flow simply because of its dependence upon thr.
entrapped gas for lubrication.
Dune-like structures that form concentric patterns around many lunai
craters are perhaps the most convincing evidence of the occurence of basc
surge on the moon (Figure 3.28). For example, the dune structures around
the crater M'dsting C have a wavelength of approximately 400 m at a distanct
of 1 km from the crater rim. From equation (3.40) it follows that if the
dunes are base surge antidunes, as seems reasonable, the base surge was
travelling at approximately 10 m s-1 or slightly more than 36 km hr-1. The
minimum flow thickness would then be approximately 6 4 m. The figures are
clearly reasonable in terms of terrestrial experience.
Base Surge Sediments. Clastic rocks which are unquestionably of base
surge origin have not yet been studied on the lunar surface. Consequently, it
is important t o look at terrestrial deposits of known base surge origin as a
basis for interpretations presented in following chapters. As a result

Fig. 3.28. The crater M'dsting C which is 3.8 km in diameter has numerous concentrically disposed
dune structures on its ejecta blanket. These dunes offer clear evidence of the role of base surge in the
transportation and deposition of lunar sediments. Blocky ballistic ejecta are also visible on the crater
rim (NASA Photo Lunar Orbiter 111-M113).
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of the fact that base surges have only been so recently recognized the
amount of literature on their deposits is limited. Moore (1967) summarized much of the literature t o that date on base surges generated
both by volcanic eruptions and nuclear explosions. Crowe and Fisher
(1973) have also provided useful summary data concerning textural
properties of known base surge deposits and described some older deposits
of probable base surge origin in Death Valley, California.
Base surge deposits are generally characterized by one or more of the
following megascopic features (Crowe and Fisher, 197 3 ) :
(1) Low-angle cross-bedding, which is particularly diagnostic if the
flows can be shown to have moved radially from the vent or explosion
center, or if there is evidence of upslope movement.
(2) The deposits are generally lenticular. On a large scale the thickness
of the deposit is in the first place determined by topography. This is
particularly significant where deposits can be seen t o thicken markedly in
short distances from topographic highs into lows. On a small scale, beds
pinch or swell and split and coalesce when traced laterally.
( 3 ) Ejecta layers are plastered against topographic features at angles
greater than the angle of repose. These beds are frequently thinly bedded
and indicate the cohesive nature of the debris.
(4) Thin and relatively continuous bedding occurs in deposits around
the vent.
(5) Finally, large-scale antidune structures may be preserved intact.
Antidunes should show a regular radial pattern of decreasing wavelength
(due to decreasing velocity) away from the source of the base surge.
Grain Size of Base Surge Deposits. Most base surge sediments are poorly
sorted. However, as in most density current deposits, there are consistencies
in the grain size parameters relating t o the transportational mechanism and
conditions at the depositional interface. On the large scale it can be seen
from table 3.2 that there is a relationship between distance of travel (and
hence velocity and antidune wavelength) and grain size of sediments
deposited in antidune foresets and backsets. In general grain size decreases
with distance of travel and the decreasing velocity of the base surge.
Coincident with the decreasing grain size is an increase in sorting and a
general thinning of the deposits.
On the small scale grain-size parameters are also related t o the nature of
the bed and the current structures into which they are incorporated. From
Figure 3.29 it can be seen that grain-size parameters separate plane beds
from antidunes, indicating that antidune deposits are finer grained. From
Table 3.2 it is apparent that forset beds are finer grained and better sorted
than backset beds from the same antidune. Crowe and Fisher (1973)
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TABLE 3.2
Grainsize parameters of sedimenu deposited in antidunes during the 1965 Taal Volcano eruption in
the Phillipines.
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experienced difficulty in separating air fall deposits from plane-bed base
surge deposits. While air fall deposits do not exist on the moon it should
perhaps be kept in mind that the dilute phase of the base surge must be very
important in the lunar case and may result in finer-grained deposits, similar
to air-fall deposits on the earth.
Sedimentary Structures. Possibly the most complete description of the
sedimentary structures in base-surge deposits is that given by Crowe and
Fisher (1973) for the Ubehebe Craters in California. At this locality inclined
laminations were found to occur within single beds which have planar upper
and lower surfaces or within dune- or ripple-like structures which have
undulating upper surfaces and planar t o gently-curved lower contacts.
Similar undulating structures have also been described from base surge
deposits at Taal Volcano, Philippines (Moore, 1970; Waters and Fisher,
1971).
Single dune structures begin their development on plane parallel
surfaces with a slight heaping up of debris with low-angle lee-side laminae
and without stoss-side laminae. These small ripple-like features are followed
by distinctly finer-grained tuffs showing nearly symmetrical low-angle
lee-side and stoss-side laminae. The crests in successive laminae usually
migrate downcurrent, although in some dune structures one or two of the
lower laminae tend to steepen. This steepening is usually accomplished by an
upward increase in the angle of climb, although the angle may be variable
within single dune structures. The set of laminae on the stoss side tends t o be
thinner and finer grained than the lee-side set. Therefore, erosion of the stoss
side must have occured during migration and only the finer grained and
the most cohesive sediment collected on that side. The lee-side set includes
coarse-grained tuff and lapilli tuff units which alternate with fine-grained
laminae similar in grain size t o laminae on the stoss side; the fine-grained
layers are commonly continuous from stoss side to lee side. Apparently the
coarser ash was less cohesive than the fine ash and was more easily swept
from the stoss-side surface onto the lee side and was preserved there.
Although the stream gradients are relatively constant within any one
segment, individual beds or laminae on which the small dunes are built are
somewhat undulatory. The slope angles of the depositional surfaces
underlying the dunes therefore vary within a few degrees, but commonly dip
downstream, although they may be horizontal or dip upstream. Plots of
wave-length t o wave-height ratios versus the angle of depositional surfaces on
which the structures are built (Fig. 3.30) show that wave length tends to
increase with respect to height as the uphill depositional slope increases.
Plots of stoss-side versus lee-side dips of the small dunes for which
depositional slope is not compensated (Fig. 3.31a) show that most of the
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Angle of Depositional Slope
Fig. 3.30. Plot of the ratio wave lengthlwave height versus angle of depositional slope for small
dune-like structures southeast of Ubehebe Crater (after Crowe and Fisher, 1973).

stoss-side dips are greater than the lee-side dips. The reverse is true if slope is
calculated at 0" (Fig. 3.3 1b).
The dimensions of the antidunes are extremely variable. Dune-like
structures with wave lengths from 3 0 t o 210 cm and wave heights from 2.5
to 23.8 cm occur at Ubehebe craters (Crowe and Fisher, 1973). At Taal
Volcano there are dunes with wave lengths of up t o 11.5 m (Waters and
Fisher, 1971). Clearly these structures are all closely related despite- the
range in size because wavelength and amplitude appear t o be correlated (Fig.
3.32). It is evident from equations 3.39 and 3.40 that flow velocity and
thickness are the main controlling variables although other variables such as
grain size and depth of flow must also be involved.
The Ubehebe dunes bear some similarities t o ripple-drift cross laminations in that they show a migration of successive wave forms up the stoss
side of preceding wave forms, down current crest migration, varying degrees
of thickness of the stoss-side lamination set and upward increase in climb
angle (Fisher and Crowe, 1973). The upward sequence of cross lamination
observed in some large dune structures is mindful of Allen's (1970) predicted
appearance of ripple-drift types in unsteady flow. It should however be kept
in mind that the Ubehebe bedforms all have much larger wave heights and
wave lengths than typical ripple-drift cross-lamination.
Deposirion at a particular point should reflect the energy loss of the
base surge with time. Thus single base-surge bedding sets are composite
structures reflecting a sequential upward change in flow conditions. The
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Angle of Lee- side Laminae
Fig. 3.31. Angle of
structures southeast
with correction for
stossside dips equal
1973).

Angle of Lee - side Laminae

stossside laminae plotted against angle of leeside laminae for small dune-like
of Ubehebe Crater. (A) Plot without correction for depositional slope; (B) plot
depositional slope. Lines sloping toward left on diagrams A and B are where
leeside dips; other lines bound areas of plotted points (from Crowe and Fisher,

Fig. 3.32. Log-log plot of wave length and wave height of dune-like structures measured at Ubehebe
and of four examples from Taal Volcano, Philippines (after Crowe and Fisher, 1973).
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Ubehebe dunes described by Crowe and Fisher ( 1973) preserve a sequence of
high-flow-regime bed forms which appear t o have been preserved because of
rapid deposition and burial and high sediment cohesion. The bedforms
appear t o progress through the antidune phase t o sinuous laminations and
plane bedforms as stream power decreased.
Grain Flow
The base surge model fails to account for two, possibly partially
dependent, variables in the depositional process: ( 1) scaling effects (2) the
supply of lubricating gas. The smallest event described in the literature as
producing a base surge is a 220 kg chemical explosion mentioned by Moore
(1967) although there is undoubtably much more literature on the subject
which is unavailable. There is n o record of an experimental hypervelocity
impact producing anything similar t o a base surge. Somewhere between the
two extremes is a transitional area determined by the scale of the event in
relation t o the grain size of the ejecta (and thus permiability of the ejecta
mass) and the velocity and viscosity of the escaping gas. In smaller events the
energy associated with the expandin$ gas probably contributes to essentially
"blowing" the detrital materials away but the escaping gases are not
compressed or trapped by the detrital materials long enough to produce a
density flow.
The second variable relevent t o this discussion is the gas supply during
the flow. The gas content of a base surge is not necessarily a direct function
of the momentum imparted t o the base surge during crater excavation. T o a
large extent, under a single set of conditions, the volume of gas generated
will increase as the kinetic energy of the impact event increases but the
actual volume of gas generated and then trapped within the base surge
depends largely on the nature of the bedrock. For example, experimental
explosions in alluvium produce base surges which travel approximately twice
as far as base surges from explosions in basalt, largely because of the higher
moisture content and the smaller grain size of the alluvium (Moore, 1967).
The effect of a dispersion of solid detrital particles on the shear
resistance of a fluid was first investigated by Einstein (1906) and later by
Jeffreys (1922) who also studied the motion of the particles suspended in
the fluid. More recently Bagnold (1954) has extended those studies and
applied the results to sediment transport.
The linear concentration (Li) of particles in a fluid can be expressed in
terms of the voidage (E) as follows:
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where E , is the minimum voidage for close packed spheres. The chances of
shear stress being transmitted by continuous and simultaneous contact
between many grains should thus decrease rapidly as Li decreases, that is, as
the voidage E or the gas content of the flow increases. Bagnold (1954) has
shown that when Li is large and the effects of grain inertia dominate a
dispersive pressure P is generated in the flowing mass of detrital material such that
P = a;Pb ~i f (Li)

( d ~ l d y )COS
~ ai

(3.42)

Along with P a proportional grain shear stress T of magnitude

T
I

= P

tan a;

(3.43)

is generated where a; is some unknown angle determined by the collision
conditions. D and p b are particle diameter and density respectively, duldy is
shear strain and y is measured positively above the sediment interface. The
grain shear stress T is additional t o any residual stress r 'due t o momentum
transfer within the intergranular fluid. Equation 3.42 gives the dispersive
grain pressure normal t o the direction of shear. It should be noted that the
density of the entrapped fluid O, does not enter into the equation. When the
effects of grain inertia dominate (Li is large, possibly > 12) the shear stress T
is purely a grain stress t o be regarded as additive t o any fluid shear stress r '
Consequently the mean shear stress T = T + r '. However, when fluid
viscosity dominates where Li is small ( 4 2 ) a mixed shear stress due t o the
effects of fluid viscosity modified by the dispersed grains occurs and

From equations 3.34 and 3.3 5 from the previous discussion of base
surge it can be seen that the pressure changes vertically and that the
sediment interface moves upward with time. If the gas supply is limited the
base of the flow will enter the grain-inertia region while the momentum of
the flow is still large. Consequently duldy and Li will both be large. This
suggests that small scale hypervelocity impact events and events occuring in
gas-poor bedrock materials could produce density flows which either travel
entirely in the grain-inertia region or rapidly pass into that region.
In the inertia region of grain flow the dispersive pressure P is a function
of D2 at a given shear stress duldy. This suggests that in less-well-sorted
sediments the larger grains should tend to drift towards the zone of least
shear strain (i.e. towards the free surface of the flow) and the smaller grains
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should move towards the bed where the shear strain is greatest. The result is
that small scale hypervelocity impact events and gas-poor base surges should
produce reverse graded units. There is little experimental data to support this
but Lindsay (1974) has found evidence to suggest that grain flow may be
important in the deposition of thin (< 3 cm) units found in the lunar soil.
This aspect of grain flow is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
Thickness of Ejecta Blankets

-

The ejecta blanket surrounding a crater consists of material deposited
by three different but interrelated mechanisms. All three mechanisms
produce deposits which thin away from the crater rim. The radial variation
in thickness ( t b ) of an ejecta blanket can be described by a simple power
function of the range expressed in a dimensionless form (r/R) where R is the
radius of the crater and r the distance measured radially from the center of
the crater (McGetchin e t al., 197 3).

where To is the ejecta thickness at the rim crest and p is a constant. T, can
be estimated using the earlier function for rim height (RS) developed by
Baldwin (1963), or from a similar expression developed from experimental
explosion craters and terrestrial and lunar impact craters by McGetchin et
al. (1973).

The evaluation of p appears to. be more complex and values from 2.0 t o 3.7
have been calculated. However, calculated estimates using data from large
lunar craters suggest that 0 is close t o 3.0. Combining equations 3.45 and
3.46 and integrating yeilds a total volume VT of:

The above equations provide a means for evaluating lunar stratigraphic
relations. The thickness estimates are average values assuming radial
symmetry; variables such as antecedent topography are not accounted for.
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